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Year 11: End of an Era  

from Year 7 to now  

Leavers Assembly and 

Year 11 Prom 

Fun Run 2015 

Another jam packed term – summer is always a crazy busy time and we’ve managed not to waste a second! 

This issue is our tribute to Year 11 and Year 6 and charts the students from fresh faced young students to 

mature, well rounded young people, with all the activities and extra-curricular activities that have helped 

them along the way. We hope you enjoy reading them all, hopefully in the sunshine! 

 
We also have our 

usual impressive dose 

of politics in the form  

of our very own Ark  

elections and Brent  

Citizens Assembly; 

art with our brilliant  

Year 11 exhibition 

and music, travel and 

sport all in here too!  
 

Dear parents, carers and students, 
  

An amazing year which has seen our first sets of ‘founder’ students  
in both primary and secondary reach the end of Year 6 and Year 11  
having completed their SATs and GCSEs. We have had some excellent  
SATs results and we now wait with baited breath until the 20th August 
for the GCSE results.   
  

The year has had so many firsts also – our first Year 6 and 11 leavers’ assemblies, our 
first prom, first Duke of Edinburgh expedition, first Art and DT exhibition. The new Year 
10 have now firmly taken over the role of Civitas journalists and we look forward to 
them stepping up in Year 11 and filling some pretty big shoes. 
  
So we bid a fond farewell to Year 11 and wish them all so well, even though so many are 
returning to our sixth form, it really feels like the end of an era. Likewise to our lovely 
Year 6, either transitioning to Ark Secondary or moving to other schools, we wish each 
and every pupil all the best and that they all remember their time in Ark primary with 
great affection.  
  

I hope everyone has a great holiday and all our thoughts and prayers are, of course, with 
Year 11 as they await their results. 
  
  

Year 6 Leavers Assembly 

and Primary events 

Election Fever: Ark Decides 

&Your Life workshop 



The Civitas 

Wednesday 24th June 2015 was Ark Academy’s second 
annual Fun Run at the iconic Wembley Stadium, to raise 
money for our 6th Form building. Walking down to the event, 
it was so cool to see our school name up in lights on the 
screens.  
 

It was an amazing afternoon where all teachers and students 
both Secondary and Primary got involved in the event.  The 
sun was shining, the music was blaring and the students 
were eager to go. As were the teachers, whose hilarious 
costumes and general enthusiasm contributed to the great 
atmosphere and made the experience all the more 
memorable.    
 

FUN RUN 2015 – It Was Pitch Perfect! 

At the time of going to 
press we had raised over 
£2,000 in Just Giving 
donations alone!  
 
Thank you to all parents, 
carers, family and friends 
of  our students and staff 
for giving so generously to 
our academy. 
 
 

We must also say a huge 
thank you to Wembley 
Stadium for hosting all of 
us and helping out so 
much on the day, and to 
the Ipsos Mori runners 
and volunteers who were 
fantastic.  

And for the lucky Year 7s it was their first year experiencing 
an event like this, especially as we were allowed to do our 
final victory lap on the actual pitch, which was unbelievable!  
 

Overall, the fun run was an amazing day; everyone 
fearlessly participated and donated generous charitable 
amounts to support our 6th Form. We hope to have many 
more days like this to come in the future.  

PE Teacher Miss Gallagher described the Fun Run as ‘A truly 
inspiring and incredible day for everyone in Ark Academy to 

be a part of.’   

By Kaftun Mohamed 
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Year 7 ‘Through the Years’ 2010 - 2015 

We were spoilt for choice when selecting photos for this tribute ‘End of an Era’  
issue. Year 11, our flagship year, have participated in so many wonderful 
events, trips, sport, music and drama – and of course their academic studies –  
which all led up to their GCSE exams this term.  
 

We have been privileged to host their journey over the past 5 years and hope 
you enjoy this look back at their time with us (and their adorable young 
faces!)  We know you will be as proud as we are of how far they have come 
and we wish all of them the very best for their bright futures ahead.   

Kingswood is forever a favourite 
memory & rite of passage! 

From One Voice, to One De Vil, to a One-derful Jubilee trip, the fun never stops at Ark Academy  

All smiles and happy to learn! 

Construction and concentration at 
Induction Week…don’t let it fall! 
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Year 7 ‘Through the Years’ 2010 - 2015 

And what all the hard work really means… 

Where it all began for the NLC team…. 

Sporting greatness on the court, on the track, in 
Brent competitions…and in the classroom! 

CIVITAS, PERSISTENCE, PARTICIPATION, EXCELLENCE 
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So Long, Farewell Year 11 
Founders Leavers Assembly 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We can’t quite believe this day finally arrived but, five years after they first walked through the doors of their brand 
new school, it was time to say goodbye to our wonderful Year 11s. As Mrs Smith said, ‘It has been a privilege to be 
your Principal – you have been truly a vintage year!’ 
 

What is it like looking back at the past 5 years? Maaryah: I wasn’t as emotional as I was expecting to be but looking at 
the video montages made me think ‘Wow I have done a lot over all this time’. 
 

Shivani: I was an ugly little 12 year old! I had a unibrow, a too big smile, everything haha. It’s so funny seeing how 
different we look. But you realise that you’ve done so much in 5 years, it has gone so fast! 
 

Sharlicia told us about the drama piece: ‘I think it was a good performance of ‘So long, farewell’ from The Sound of 
Music that we did in our pyjamas (above). The assembly was quite heartfelt; you really saw that the teachers 
expressed how they felt about these last years which is so different because they never did that before. It was nice to 
see how they reacted and that they were proud of us, which they don’t usually admit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shaniqua: ‘I remember 
when we had to run 

around the school and do 
a treasure hunt on 

Induction Week and look 
for words and letters by 

using the riddles we were 
given – the word spelled 

out Civitas.  
When we went to 

assembly, I was scared 
because I was quite small 
and my feet didn’t touch 

the floor!’ 

The boys with their autograph books - complete with a 

‘Wow how young do I look!’ Year 7 school photo…. 

Thank you and good night! 
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Year 7 – 11 Tribute 
pages, leavers 

assembly & prom 

So Long, Farewell Year 11 

Picture Perfect at Prom 

 
 
 
 
Wednesday 1st July - the hottest day of the year no less - saw our Year 11 graduates get all dressed up to dance the night 
away at their Leavers Prom. Maryline was surprised at just how much fun it was: 'It was really good – it was better than I 
expected it to be! I didn’t think it would be quite that great but then it turned out to be really good and was decorated 
really nicely. There was lots of dancing - I think people were a bit shy in the beginning and then it got to the point where 
nobody came off the dancefloor until they told us to! Everyone looked really nice and really different because you don’t 
normally see them in dresses and suits.‘ 
 

Keliesha agreed: 'The teachers looked really cute, they played the part nicely of chaperone / cool adult!‘  
 

She also organised the prom: 'Being on the committee was stress, stress, and stress! I was at the venue from 3pm to set up 
and it started at 7pm! The colour scheme was wrong so it was white and blue instead of black and gold – that made me cry 
full on tears! – but then it turned out really well and looked amazing.   Everything was perfect, the photo booth, the food 
and the music was on point so everyone had a great time.' 
 
 
 
 
 

Have you 
ever seen 

such a 
glamorous 

bunch? 
 

Your peers 
make your 
academy  

experience 
all the more 
fulfilling as 

Haider 
confirms: 

   
‘Our social 

life in school 
has been 
amazing – 
I’ve made 

some good 
friends who I 

never 
thought I’d 
make so it 
has been a 

great time!’!’ 
 

The girls 
certainly 

had a 
fantastic 

time on the 
dancefloor…

but then 
again, they 
had been 
practicing 

and honing 
their moves 
since Year 7! 
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Year 6 –Tribute pages, 
leavers assembly & 
teacher memories 

Year 6 Leavers Assembly 

On Thursday 9th July, Ark Academy gave a grand farewell to the 
current Year 6 with a heart touching assembly and a reception. The 
assembly had a video showing all the achievements of the Year 6s 
leaving the parents in tears. However laughter soon filled the hall as 
both classes created their very own music video with “Uptown Funk” 
and “Let’s Get It Started”. The wonderful year 6s ended the assembly 
memorably as they all sang “You Gotta Be”. 
 

Headteacher Mr Doswell said: ‘Year 6 have been an incredible group 
of children. They have overcome some really big challenges but have 
been the backbone of the school for a very long time. They really 
knuckled down and brought out amazing SATS results and have set 
the standard very high and most importantly made themselves proud.  
 

Miss Prescott (Year 6 teacher for Copernicus): “It’s been amazing to 
teach Year 6 this year and watch them achieve the success they have. 
I am so proud of their SATS results and their brilliant performances in 
today’s leaver’s assembly.” 
 

Patricia (mother of Elizabeth) said: “The assembly was beautifully 
organised, I feel extremely happy and proud that my daughter is now 
graduating Year 6 in Ark Academy. I’m extremely grateful for all the 
hard work and effort the teachers have contributed towards their 
success. My daughter has made a great amount of progress and that is 
all because of Ark Academy pushing them the perfect amount.” 

Proudly receiving a well deserved 
certificate from her teacher m 

Year 6 student TJ said: ‘The two things I’ve 
enjoyed most are our first football matches and 
first sports day which I was really excited about, in 
Year 4. 
 

Football because it was a new sports competition 
and was my first time playing against another 
team, normally I would just kick the ball against 
the wall , so it was a good experience for me.  
 
 

I also like Maths because there is a right or wrong 
answer,  there’s not a maybe in Maths.’ 

Mr Doswell’s advice: “Keep working hard, follow the advice of 
teachers and remember Civitas at all times because as long as 
you have got Civitas you have got everything.” 

Beautiful speeches that reflected on their 
time in Primary were read at the assembly 

By Chandani Pujawani 
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Primary term events – 

Sports Day & International 
Day, Phonics results / Sats 

results 

Molly said: 
International Day is 
very fun and we got 

to colour!  
What did you learn 
about your friends? 

Daniela Debra comes 
from Nigeria and I 

come from Portugal. 
Portugal is very hot 
and sandy. There is 
lovely chicken and I 
like the rice as well.’ 

We asked Miss Yumika, Ayomiday’s mother who came in 
to do a presentation on Nigeria, what she thinks the 
children  will remember from today? 
‘They’ll probably all remember the dancing and the outfits, 
the colour and richness. The fact that we are all one really, 
even though we’re different, we’re all one.  We were 
talking about the different dishes that we’d brought – rice 
is a staple dish for everyone – we just all have different 
styles of cooking it.’ 

Primary International Day 

Primary Sports Day 
The sun shone brightly for Primary’s annual sporting bonanza and there was so 
much going on the children were spoilt for choice! 
 

Mr Doswell commented: ‘It’s been an absolutely excellent day. The children have 
gone through a rotation of all different activities, most importantly had an awful 
lot of fun. We’ve got, javelin, long jump, hurdles, egg and spoon just to keep it 
nice and traditional and this is a really good base now for us to build on in future 
years.’ 
 

Year 6 student Maria said: ‘We did a few races like standing jump and running 
race, it was really fun and the weather has been pretty nice. My favourite event 
is egg and spoon because it’s a bit difficult but really fun at the same time 
because you’re trying not to drop the egg and you’re trying to race. At the end of 
it we found a ladybird inside the egg!’ 
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Election Fever – Ark 
Decides and Brent 
Citizens Assembly 

Election Fever Takes Hold At Ark Academy  
The Ark Decides Student Election on the 7th of 
May 2015 was a success. Over 50 pupils applied to 
stand for election, but only 9 candidates were 
selected. The candidates promised to set hundreds 
of policies if they were elected. These policies 
included: living wage, tuition fees and banning 
smoking 
 

371 students and 33 teachers voted. With a total of 
404 votes cast, the winners were Shukri Lloyd in 
Year 7, Nadia Stewart in Year 8 and Rynell Seaton 
in Year 9. Nadia talked about how education was 
her number one policy: ‘Languages and the Arts 
aren’t really emphasised as much as they should be. 
Languages are important because  they open up so 
many opportunities for careers and it’s really fun to 
learn a language. ‘ 
 

What have the candidates learned from 
campaigning? Sasha thought about the most 
important part of the process - convincing voters to 
support you. 'I’ve learnt that lots of people want 
different things and that's hard because sometimes 
you can’t persuade people; you have to come up 
with new ideas.  
 
 

Amira agreed: 'We have to get our voices heard. 
Many people think that young people can’t run 
politics but that’s not true because they have ideas 
as well.’. 

Election organiser Mr 
Higson said, “It was 
wonderful to see 
democracy in action! 
It was amazing to see 
so many students 
generate ideas on 
how to improve their 
society. They learned 
how to try and 
influence other people 
and earn the public 
vote. The candidates 
were truly exceptional 
and we were very 
proud of them.” 

Brent Citizens Assembly 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A triumphant night for NLC on 30th of May, as the North London Citizens team won Action of the Year for their tireless 
work to bring attention to the Living Wage. Rares also won Leader of the Year, a testament to his consistent contribution. 
He explained: ‘We asked the 4 MP candidates for Brent to sign our 3 pledges to say they would support us in our goals for 
these community campaigns  (Living Wage, Housing and Young Unemployment)and 2 of them did, but I wish the others 
would have signed as well.’ 
 

They showcased a drama performance about people looking for jobs (a single mother, a uni student, a father of 3) that 
would pay them enough money to feed them and their families. However job employers insisted on paying them the 
minimum wage which was not enough to pay for items that are essential for their everyday living. The difficulties they 
needed to get through everyday were shown by the actors and they were able to make people aware that a lot of 
employees are still being paid less than they deserve.  
 

Swapnil said: ‘We spent about two weeks doing it and we were really happy with the last version that we did. It was hard 
performing it at first in front of those people in the audience, especially with the exaggerations when we had to say ‘That’s 
rubbish!’ and ‘That’s mad!’‘  
 
 
 
 
 
 

On Young Employment, Swapnil said: ‘It’s appalling 
that someone with good qualifications doesn’t get an 
apprenticeship, but they really do deserve a chance 
and we’re looking to change that as well.' 

Top: The candidates on 
Polling Day.  Above: 

Democracy in Action as Ark 
Decides 

Shukri wants to solve every problem! She 
said:  'I ran for election because I wanted to 
improve the community, environment and 
the school as well, with healthcare and 
education too.’ Phew, good thing she won! 

By Allain Del Rosario  

By Allain Del Rosario  
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Your Life, You Choose Year 7 Workshop 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Earlier this term, Year 7s took part in a drop-down day on drugs 
and crime which Year 10 Civitas prefects acted as onlookers for. 
Lead by outside officials, such as prison wardens and magistrate 
volunteers, students were given information that would impact 
their lifetime choices.  
 

The day included several activities; watching a short DVD of a boy, 
experiencing the pressures of his peers, drugs and crime, creating 
posters to symbolise the issues in taking drugs and becoming 
model magistrates in a youth court. 
 

I witnessed the Year 7s eagerness yet naivety when it came to 
learning, especially about the tolls of these negative activities on 
members of their families. When the students came to this 
realisation, they worked together to stress exactly this in their 
posters.  
 

Through completing this drop-down day work, they proved, now 
having ahold of this new information, they would be excellent 
ambassadors for their peers,  inside and out of school, and in 
their communities.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Did you know…? If you are aware that a friend has 

a weapon and intends to use it for violence, but 
stand by and do nothing, you could still be charged 

for a persons death? I didn't, but I do now! 
 

It is fair to say all students enjoyed, fuelled and engaged in 
discussion about situations that entail considerable risks 

Year 9 Trip to Boulogne   
 
On Friday 19th June a group of lucky MFL students got to visit 
Northern France and explore everything Boulogne had to offer. 
 

 40 Year 9s and 3 Year 11s travelled by coach and shuttle 
before being given time in the old town to explore, practise their 
French and buy some presents.  
 

Then for the best part of the trip - they went to a chocolaterie – 
where they found out step by step how chocolate is made …and 
even got to taste some at the end! 
 

Finally  a visit to a hypermarché – a huge supermarket  -  where 
students had free time to buy some last presents. 
 
 Although everyone wanted to 

stay longer of course, it was time 
to go home! 
 

Big thanks to all students who 
attended as well as Mr Foster, 
Ms Addison, Ms Bango and Mrs 
Anderson for accompanying us.  
 

Far Left: Enjoying the delights of 
the chocolate factory!!  

 

.  

 
I can definitely vouch for the outside officials & 
Year 7s doing a great job! 
. 

By Hammad Ahmed  

By Jada Eduvie 
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Art Exhibition and 
Open Mic session 

 
 
 
In the final term of the year, the students from Year 11 celebrated 
and commemorated the work they had produced over their time 
doing their GCSE Art or DT.  It was a time to reflect on the hard work, 
dedication and skills of our talented  Year 11s as both parents and 
teachers came to see the Art & Design Summer Exhibition. As the 
Head of Art, Ms Patel described the experience as ‘better than I 
imagined’  showing that it even passed her expectation! 
This was a very rewarding event for all as the students got to 
reminisce over their journey, and as we come to the end of another 
era it is certainly nice to see that our students have grown and 
developed.   
 
 
 

Year 11 GCSE Art and DT Exhibition 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, it’s the students themselves who really 
understand the whole journey. Clement Owusu 
describes what participating in this experience was 
like: 
 

“What amazed me the most was seeing the journey 
we went through and how we got better project by 
project by learning from our previous mistakes. The 
exhibition was astonishing and the smiles from the 
public who looked at our work showed that. The 
exhibition helped to show that Ark Academy is not 
just good at Sports, Maths, English or Science. We 
love being creative and we are certainly good at it. 
 

 Seeing how your peers grew up, both as amazing 
artists and great students made me proud of them 
and seeing how we all built relationships together 
made everything so overwhelming.  
 

I enjoyed our exam  question ‘Apart and or 
Together’  because I was able to give my opinion on 
a topic and it made me think that I'm actually 
making a difference and changing people's views on 
certain things.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beatriz explains her  project inspiration to Mr Dainty 

Ashley Poulton explained 
her inspiration for her 
GCSE project: 
 
“My final piece is my mum 
and my little sister; I chose 
them because in my 
gallery visit there was a lot 
of pieces about family. 
 
I used a few other artists 
as well to add some 
different aspects to the 
work like the flowers and 
the butterflies which  gives 
them a halo effect. That 
was also one of the pieces 
that I saw in a gallery; it 
was a mother and a child 
the Hail Mary, the 
Madonna and Child, so 
that really inspired my 
final piece. 
 
Together & Apart: 'It’s 
together because the child 
is product of their mother 
but they are two separate 
people and will lead two 
separate lives. 

My little sister was really excited 
when she saw it; my mum 
complained a little bit, she was like, 
‘You made me look so old!’ but she 
really liked it. 

Visitors admire the GCSE Resistant Materials work on display  

Ashley  stands proudly with her  
final piece and Year 11 projects 

Clement’s stunning final piece 
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Open Mic Session  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
On Wednesday 8th July, Ark Academy held its first ever 
Open Mic Session. Students and teachers had the 
opportunity to present anything of their choice and there 
was definitely an amazing variety of talent in the library 
at lunchtime. Gayathri performed an amazing guitar 
piece of the Pink Panther theme and the Year 10 Drama 
performance of the poem “The British” filled the 
audience with excitement about the remaining acts. The 
audience was stunned when the Science Technician Mr 
Cardle got out an electric guitar and sang a song that 
touched hearts but the musical talent did not end there. 
Aaliyah and Leanne sang an amazing  rendition of 
‘Shackles (Praise You)’. There was also comedy at this 
event as Tharshiya, Amira, Zainab and Mursaha 
performed a comic poem about a School Teacher. Closing 
the show with a last minute sign up; was Renee who did 
a fantastic off the cuff performance of Grand Piano by 
Nicki Minaj. The hosts Mr Edwards and Leny in Year 7 
said: “Even though it was chaotic with all the technical 
issues and anxiety from the performers it was great fun.” 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

However  the stars of the show, for overcoming technical issues 
and still rocking the house were Mr Kirkman and Miss Smyth 
A.K.A ‘Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers’, who beautifully sang 

“Islands in the Stream” to a thrilled audience. 

London Football Journeys 

 
 
 
 
There are several year 9s with a passion for football 
who had the opportunity to take part in the  
London Football Journeys Project. The main aim of 
the programme was to encourage the students to 
speak out about their experiences in the field and 
introduce their peers as allies in their football 
journeys . This is exactly what our fantastic Year  9s 
did too! The project was a great experience shining 
light on areas of the activity, such as community 
support, which wouldn't have happened before.  
 
 
 
 

Year 9s Yash said:  'The workshop was great and I really liked 
how we were encouraged to both use and help our communities 
to get where we need to be'. It was well-enjoyed and so much so 
that more than one student said they would love to have 
another session. Most importantly, surely pupils have been 
inspired and football fanatics taught that, in order for them to 
grow, there are many more aspects of their journeys  needed 
and still need to be considered.  

An Ark Poetry Slam entry of ‘Dreams Cross Borders’ was 
performed by Rani, Ana Maria, Shukri, Jamin &  Bathsheba 

By Jada Eduvie 

By Chandani Pujawani 
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The 2015 Ark Speaks Debating Finals between Plato and 
Socrates was  utterly competitive, intense and lively. Both teams 
consisted of first time speakers who were debating the motion 
‘This house believes 16 & 17 year olds should be given the right 
to vote’ Socrates team prepared exceptionally hard, as Plato are 
our main rivals, we meet them every year in the final rounds.  
 
Failure was not an option. During the finals, the proposition 
continually challenged the Socrates speakers with numerous 
points of information. However, our speakers never backed 
down but provided powerful responses which often left  Plato 
speechless! Every debater in our team delivered well developed 
speeches; they had curiously researched the topic forming points 
and ensured it was plausible. 
 
 
   

‘Ark Speaks’ 
Debating Competition 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Bipanshu was the first speaker and set the tone for 
the entire team with a sparky performance.  He said 
‘“It was my first time debating and I was so delighted 
to be part of the Socrates team and help win the 
finals!”  
Nadia’s speech was statistical and precise and Annie’s 
style of speaking was exceptional. With all the 
positivity created by the team, I was able to conclude 
and solidify our stance. And then we won!  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Annie was delighted:  “The final round was so heated and both teams were top quality however, Socrates managed to hold 
onto their title. Our hard work paid off!”  The feedback from the audience was  very complimentary. Many highlighted the 
rivalry of arguments between myself and Iman (from Plato) as the cutting feature of the event. Well and truly from my 
point of view, it was a tense battle between us where our team had the last laugh at the end!  

Dancing, joy and fun are just a few words to describe Ark 
Academy’s International Day. It was a truly fabulous event! 
 

 

The Year 10 Performing Arts group were the stars of the show 
as they danced and entertained the crowd with music. They 
performed five cultural dances ranging from African to Asian to 
accompanied music styles; this was fantastic as the crowds 
were submerged in their performances and they certainly gave 
the feel of a World Carnival as they provided a variety of ethnic 
backgrounds.  

International Day 

The students also performed in their own Samba Band 
and this piece was definitely pleasurable and  engaging 
to the ear. Maida Moheen, a performer in Year 10 said: 
“I really enjoyed it because I wasn’t expecting so many 
people to come and watch and it seemed like everyone 
was enjoying it.” These were the real highlights of the 
event. 
 

The atmosphere was lovely and to top it all off, the 
weather was blazingly hot, which made the day a 
beautifully bright one that many, teachers and students 
alike enjoyed. The school year definitely ended on a high 
note as International Day was a great success.   

By Isabella Addo 

By Minali Alwis 
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Sporting Achievement 

 
 
 

 
 
This year the Year 10 handball team, including Mathew David-Tate from Year  9, represented Brent in the ‘London Youth 
Games’ and also made it all the way to the ‘National Handball Finals’.  
 

The London Youth Games started off worse than anticipated as we lost our first game 2-1 to a strong Ealing team. But the 
team didn’t let this affect them and showed how well we worked as a group. After that unfortunate loss, we went 
undefeated for the rest of the tournament to claim gold in a convincing 5-3 win over Bromley in the final. Milola said: ‘The 
team played with great passion and showed how cohesive as a group we were’. Everyone’s personal favourite memory from 
the tournament was Javaun sending countless shots back on defence and making the opponent very scared. We were 
extremely glad that he was on our team! 
 

Our job wasn’t done yet. The team travelled to Worcester University for the National Handball Finals. The biggest stage 
awaited and the boys and I gave our absolute everything in every game. We were extremely confident after our first 
matches as we were undefeated and won our group comfortably. Our biggest challenge awaited us in the semi-final as we 
faced a difficult opponent who gave us a tough battle. Unfortunately my teammates and I just came up short after coming 
back from 6-0 down to 6-5 but just losing 7-5. Jamar said: ‘We were the best team there but were outplayed when it 
mattered most’. Ark Academy is now the 3rd best team in England and the best team in London. Not bad is it?   
 
 
 
 

 
Basketball is beginning to be a sport that every year group is thriving in and 
continuing to get better and better. It was the girls’ turn to impress in their 
basketball season and they did not disappoint, either winning their final to 
become Brent Champions or just coming up short but are still the second best 
team in Brent.  
 

The Year 7 and 8 teams, playing in only their first or second Brent tournament, 
played their hardest in every game. They both just came up short in the final but 
are the second best teams in Brent. Paris in Year 7 expressed her feelings about 
the loss: ‘It was disappointing to lose as I thought we should have won, but we 
tried our best and want to hopefully win next year’. 
 

Our Year 9 squad also played outstandingly throughout the entire season but 
came up short in the final. It was an extremely entertaining game and the girls 
tried their hardest to win. Hannah Lawley-Wakelin said: ‘It’s disappointing that 
we didn’t win but we couldn’t have played any harder as we gave our all from 
the start to the end of the game’.  
 

The Year 10 squad, on the other hand, showed that experience helped as they 
won their final ,becoming Brent Champions once again. It was a very convincing 
win and they began the season with a drive and motivation that showed how 
much they wanted to retain their Brent Championship. Ugne said: ‘Being Brent 
Champions is a great feeling. We worked really hard for it and our hard work 
paid off’. 
 

U15 Handball Competition 

By Cameron Russell 

Girls Basketball 

By Cameron Russell 



GOOD DEED FEED 
Isabella Addo and Minali Alwis in Year 10 for giving me their books which helped me make 

up for Fatima’s lost book. Super Civitas!  
Fatima Ali in Year 10 who was always ready to help a lost student around the school, as well 

as helping those who needed to use the lift throughout the year. By Miss Alosert 
 

Year 10s Dontae Temple, Chandani  Punjawani, Kaftun Mohamed, Milola Adelekan, 
Cameron Russell, Minali Alwis and Isabella Addo for helping out younger students in 

homework clubs this past term. 
 
 
 

Civitas Library Helpers By Miss Pope and Miss Smyth  
Molly Taylor- Year 8: For running poetry club for Miss Smyth in the library while Miss Smyth was 
out on a trip. She planned the whole session and everyone really enjoyed it. She always shares 

ideas with everyone and contributes brilliantly to everything.  
  

Tharshiya Paramanthan - Year 8: For being such a positive influence, brightening up the library, 
being such a good loyal friend to her peers, taking Naeima under her. A good person without 

looking for anything in return which is true Civitas!  
  
 

Miss Woods was super impressed by Mia-Lilly Campbell-Mitchell, Year 7 who aided a fellow 
runner on Sports Day. When she slipped over she immediately stopped, helped pick her up and 

check she was ok before she ran on,then checked on her again at the finish line. #civitasinaction 
 
 
 

  

Hasan Ali – Year 7: Hasan planned, organised and baked for a bake sale to raise money for the 
work of Great Ormond Street Hospital, a cause that is important to him and his family. He is an 

embodiment of integrity and can always be trusted to do the generous thing. 
 
 

Samakab Abdullahi – Year 10 Sammy has taken on the role of informal mentor to students in 
Year 7 this year. His support in pupil support at lunchtime, in the playground and at break times 

has given the students he has been mentoring real confidence and has helped them make friends 
and thrive in their first year. By Miss Burton 

 
 


